APA Reference Examples
APA 6th Edition

For additional APA style (6th ed.) information, see the current APA manual:


You may also use the following web sites:
APA Online:  http://www.apastyle.org/ (See FAQs)
Purdue University Writing Lab: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/handouts/research/r_apa.html

1. **Journal article with a DOI (digital object identifier) and one to seven authors** (See APA 6th ed. manual, section 7.01, #1, p. 198.):


- For a journal article with DOI and more than seven authors, see APA 6th ed. manual, section 7.01, #2, p. 198.

2. **Journal article without a DOI (no DOI available) and more than seven authors**:


http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?vid=9&hid=15&sid=e5e7fde7-a90e-4349-8656-f7f9dca2f102e%40sessionmgr12

- For a journal article without a DOI and one to seven authors, see APA 6th ed. manual, section 7.01, #3, p. 199.
- Include the issue number if the journal is paginated by issue.
• If there is no DOI assigned and the reference was retrieved online, give the URL of
  the journal home page [or database].

• No retrieval date is needed.


5. ** Book chapter (See APA 6th ed. Manual, section 7.02, # 25, p. 204.): **

   *Autism in children and adults: Etiology, diagnosis and treatment* (pp. 59-83). Pacific

---

**Reference List Example**

Type the question completely before listing the references, as shown in the example below.

Bring a reference list for each essay question to the exam.

Design an intervention program for John that would address all four of his problems. Identify
two formal and two informal assessments that you would give John to identify the underlying
problems. Identify and explain two strategies for each area of need.
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